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Billing Schedule

This card shows billing frequency (weekly, biweekly, or monthly) and any additional invoice notes. If users select

biweekly or monthly, they will be asked to specify at what point in the cycle the invoice should be created. 

Select the  icon in the upper right to edit the options. 

*Note* Selecting a billing frequency of monthly will prompt for which week of the month the invoice should be

sent.  If the invoice should be sent at the end of the month, ignore billing cycle should be selected since there

are sometimes 4 weeks, sometimes 5 weeks in a month.

Separate Invoices

This card displays/controls if there is an instance where a separate invoice should be created for a customer.

By editing this card, you may simply note how the invoices should be divided by selecting the check box(s) beside

each category.

For example, in the image below, we've selected to have the invoices separated by supervisor and worksite, every

time the customer is invoiced for a different supervisor and/or worksite they will receive a separate invoice:



With this in mind, consider the following...

Let's say we are billing for the company "Real Steel" and they have two different supervisors for their orders. Each

of those supervisors are in charge of assignments for their two worksites.  How many invoices will this customer

receive? The correct answer is four, one for each worksite and supervisor combination. If we were only creating

separate invoices for each worksite, we would have two invoices.

Assignment - Selecting assignment will create a different invoice for each assignment created for that

customer.

Department - Selecting department will separate invoices for each department of the customer we are

tracking.

Job Order - Selecting order will create a different invoice for each order called in.

Purchase Order - Selecting PO will create a different invoice number for each PO number used.

Supervisor - Selecting supervisor will give you a different invoice per supervisor identified on the order of

each assignment.

Branch - Branch refers to the number of branches (or offices) your staffing company has.  Please consult your

administrator for any questions regarding your branches.

Division - The division refers to the type of job.  For example, clerical vs. industrial vs. health care vs.

hospitality.  Please consult your administrator for any questions regarding the divisions of your job titles as

these are managed by your company.

Job Title - Selecting job title will create a different invoice for each job title filled.

Shift - Selecting shift will create a different invoice for each shift among orders in the customer record.

Weekend Date - Selecting week end will produce a different invoice for each different week ending being

billed (late timecards).

Cost Center - Separate by different cost center codes (if your company uses cost center).

Employee - Selecting employee id will create a different invoice for each employee assigned to the customer.

Sub-entity - If your company is using sub-entity codes, selecting this option will give you a different invoice

per sub-entity code used.

Worksite - Worksite refers to the different physical locations you would be sending people to work.



*Note* Here is an example of the difference between separating by Assignment vs. Employee ID:

We send Joe to ABC Company on Monday, he does a great job, but his job ends on Monday.  ABC Company

asks for Joe to come back to a different job on Thursday.

If you are separating by Assignment, you will have two invoices. If you separate by Employee ID, you will have

one invoice with both jobs billed on that one invoice.

Invoice Line Items

Adding an invoice line item will include the type selected with each listing on the invoice.

For example, if you had selected PO Number the PO Number would also be included with the employee's name, job

title, hours worked, etc., per transaction listed.
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